1. She looks as if she ____ sick.
   (A) is       (B) was       (C) were       (D) be

2. Not until we lose our health ____ realize its value.
   (A) we do    (B) we did     (C) did we     (D) do we

3. We have English class ____ Tuesday and Friday afternoons.
   (A) at       (B) on        (C) in        (D) x

4. Red and green are the colors ____ Christmas.
   (A) that use on       (B) used by     (C) used for    (D) using at

5. Strong winds caused many trees and road signs ____ during this typhoon.
   (A) to fall       (B) falling     (C) fell        (D) to falling

6. It is necessary ____ a student to be honest in exams.
   (A) of          (B) for        (C) with       (D) in

7. The service of this restaurant is not good. The waiter let us ____.
   (A) attending    (B) attended    (C) attentively (D) unattended

8. We will lose this game ____ we do our best.
   (A) as         (B) unless      (C) if          (D) until

9. She went to bed early ____ she might not be late.
   (A) in order to (B) so as to    (C) so that     (D) through

    (A) a          (B) an          (C) the         (D) x
11. Seeing the _____ look on his face. Amanda forgave John when he apologized.
   (A) confused    (B) sincere    (C) frustrated    (D) perfect

12. I had to _____ the flat tire on my bike with a new tire.
   (A) replace    (B) arrange    (C) organize    (D) interchange

13. Sadly, only a few people _____ the terrible plane crash.
   (A) arrived    (B) struggled    (C) survived    (D) televised

14. This pizza is so _____! I want to eat some more.
   (A) recent    (B) rocky    (C) crazy    (D) tasty

15. Johnson’s goal for his_____ is to start his own publishing company.
   (A) career    (B) opportunity    (C) value    (D) universe

16. Joe has asked his mother if he can go to the party and is still waiting for a_____.
   (A) guard    (B) reply    (C) reason    (D) passion

17. Briefly state your study plan if you are admitted to our graduate program (10%).

18. There will be the “Earth day” on the coming April 22, please state how can one help to save the environment (10%).